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Abstract. Consequences of the existence of an invariant (necessarily indefinite)
non-degenerate inner product for an indecomposable representation π of
a group G on a space § are studied. If π has an irreducible subrepresentation π1

on a subspace ί>1? it is shown that there exists an invariant subspace $2 °f §
containing ξ^1 and satisfying the following conditions: (1) the representation
πf = π mod§2 on § mod§2 *

s conjugate to the representation (π1? ̂ J, (2) ξ>1 is
a null space for the inner product, and (3) the induced inner product on

is non-degenerate and invariant for the representation

a special example being the Gupta-Bleuler triplet for the one-particle space of
the free classical electromagnetic field with ξ^1 = space of longitudinal photons
and §2 == the space defined by the subsidiary condition.

1. Introduction

In the study of massless particles, one meets [1-6, 9-11, 15, 17-19] indecompos-
able representations π of a Lie group G on a space § (with an invariant indefinite
inner product), which take, for example, the following form:

κn-+πn-Λ-> ... -»πιΊ
" " * H. (1.1)

S = S.3S,-ι3-θS1J

Here §,- is a π(G)-invariant subspace of §7 +1 without any π(G)-invariant
complement, namely, there are no subspaces §y such that $/ + §j = S/+i,
$/n<r>j = 0, π(G)yyJ CίyJ . The representation πj of G on $//$/_ i is obtained by first
restricting π to the subspace §,- of § and then considering it modulo §7 -1: π/g) [<!;]
— Eπ(0K] f°r £ E %>p where [£] = ξ + §,-_! is a vector in £)/§/•-1 (We note that the
construction of representations on a quotient space, especially with respect to a
null space, is now a popular game [14].)
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It has been noticed in examples [1-3, 5, 6, 15] that π1 = πn9 and it has been
suggested that this is a general phenomenon [7]. The purpose of this note is to
formulate this into a mathematical theorem.

A representation πf of G on §f will be called conjugate to a representation π1

of G on §! if there is a sesquilinear form (ξ, ri), ξ e <?>f, η e §x such that ξ)l and §f
separate each other [i.e. (ξ,η) = Q for all ηεξti implies ξ = Q and (ξ,η) = Q for all
£ e §f implies η = 0] and the following equality holds for all ξ e §f, /? e £>1? and
gεG:

(π^-% i,) = (5,^(^)1,). (1.2)

Our conclusion: if 71̂  is an irreducible subrepresentation of an indecomposable
representation π of G on a space § with a G-invariant non-degenerate (indefinite)
inner product, then π is of the form (1.1) (n ̂  2) with πn on £>„/§„ _ i dual to π t on <?>!
(Theorem 1). (In examples quoted above, πl is selfdual.)

If $j has a complement Λ j + 1 in ξ>j+l (i.e. §/ + i^+i=3>/+i> ^.nft^O) for
7 = 1, ...,n—1, thenί) = ft1 + Λ2 + ... + Λ Π withft 1 = <r>1 and π(g) can be written in
the following matrix form:

Cl2(0) - Cln(ώ\

0 ^(1:;;J*H (i.3)
0 0 ... πn(g)/

The off-diagonal elements ctj(g) (ί<j) can be studied in terms of cohomologies [8,
12, 13, 16]. For n = 2 and 3, we give a necessary and sufficient condition on
representations π,- for (1.1) to have G-invariant non-degenerate inner product in
terms of cohomologies related to π7 (Theorem 2).

All mathematical arguments are algebraic, topological complications being
avoided in the following way: (1) We call a subspace 6 of § closed if (£ = (δ1)1,
where _L indicates the polar of β in § with respect to the (G-invariant) non-
degenerate inner product in §:

(S1 = {ξe§: (ξ,η) = Q for all ηe<£}. (1.4)

Irreducibility and indecomposability are defined in terms of G-invariant closed
subspaces. Then Theorem 1 holds without any further assumption. (2) For
discussing ctj(g\ we introduce the assumption that subspaces £,. have closed
complements in §y+1 (used in their definition). With this assumption, Theorem 2
holds.

2. Invariant Hermitian Form

Let π be a representation of a group G on a complex vector space $. Let (ξ, η), ξ e §,
η e § be a hermitian form on §, linear in ξ and conjugate linear in η [(£, 77) = (T/, £)],
π(G)-invariant [i.e. (π(#X, π(g)ή) = (ξ, ?/) for all g e G and all ξ e §, ?/ e §] and non-
degenerate [i.e. (£,f7) = 0 for all f/eί) implies ξ = ΰ].

We recall (cf. Sect. 1) that a subspace 6 is defined to be closed if (£ = (G1)1.
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Lemma 2.1. G is a closed subspace if and only if there is a subset A of ξ> such that
<&=A±.
Proof. If ® is a closed subspace, we may choose A = β1. To prove the converse, we
note (i) Λ! Cft2> then Λf Dft£; (ϋ) from definition, ftcίft1)1. By taking Λ = (S, we
have ec^)1 by (ii). By taking & = A, we obtain Ac(AL)L by (ii) and hence
A13 ((A1)1)1 by (i). Therefore, <£ = ((g1)1 for& = Δ L. Q.E.D.

We note that any finite dimensional subspace is closed by the non-degeneracy
of the inner product.

Remark 2.2. The collection of seminorms pξ(η) = \(ξ, η)\ on η e § with ξ varying over
§ defines the weak topology σ(§, §) on §. A subspace (£ of § is closed in the above
sense [i.e. (E = (S1)1] if and only if (£ is σ($, £>)-closed due to the bipolar theorem.

We introduce the following definitions:

Definition 2.3. A representation π of G on § is irreducible if there is no closed
subspace (S of § such that (£ φ §, C φ 0 and π(#)(£ C ® (i.e. (£ is G-invariant) for all
g e G. A representation π of G on § is topologically indecomposable if there are no
non-zero closed G-invariant subspaces §t and $2 of § such that ((̂  + $2)"

L)1 = S
and §ιΠ§2 = 0 (i.e. §x and §2

 are topologically complementary).
In terms of the notion of conjugate representations introduced in Sect. 1, we

can now present one of our main results:

Theorem 1. Let πbea representation of a group Gona complex vector space f> with a
G-inυariant non-degenerate hermitian form. Let ξ>±bea G-invariant closed subspace
of § such that the restriction πίofπtoξ>ίis irreducible and there are no G-invariant,
closed topologίcal complements of §x in §. Then (1) §x is a null space, (2) π is of the
form (1.1) with n = 2 or 3 such that πn on &Jξ>n~ι is conjugate to πl on $19 and
(3) £>2/ί)ι has a n2(G)-invarίant non-degenerate hermitian form.

Proof. Consider K = § n§|. Due to G-invariance of the hermitian form, the
G-invariance of §x implies that of £>f and hence that of 51. As an intersection of
closed subspaces, 51 is closed. More explicitly, (f>ι + ξ>i)± = ξ>i;n(ξ)i)'L = $>i
n§! = ft. By the irreducibility assumption for π1? the G-invariant closed subspace
ft of §! must be either ξ>l or 0.

If ft = 0, then (ξ>± + S )̂1 = ft = 0 while Sx ngf = 0. Hence £f is a G-invariant,
closed, topological complement of §lβ This contradicts the assumption and Λ = 0
is excluded. [The assumption excludes the case of the zero complement (i.e. $f = 0,
§ι =S, π irreducible) as well.]

We now have §t n <r>| = ft = ̂  and hence Si C S|. Therefore, §t is a null space
[i.e. ξ e § and 77 e § imply (ξ, η) = ΰ].

Let §2 = §| and §ί = §/£2. For ξ e £, denote the class ξ + §2 of ξ in £/S2 by
<f. Denote π*(g)ξ* = (n(g)ξY which does not depend on the choice of ξ in the
equivalence class ξ# due to the G-invariance of §2 Define <ξ#, 77) = (ξ, η) for ξ e §
and ty e §!. Again this does not depend on the choice of ξ e ξ# due to §2 = §f. Due
to the non-degeneracy of the hermitian form on <r>, <r>f separates §1? i.e. <ξ#, f/> = 0
for all ξ# e §f implies ^ = 0. On the other hand, <£#, η} = 0 for all η e ξ^1 implies
ξε$>ι=$>29 an<l hence ξ# =0. Namely, §x separates §f. By G-invariance of the
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hermitian form, we have

Therefore, πf on §f is conjugate to π1 on §x.
If <r)2 = $ι coincides with <r>1? we have the form (1.1) with n = 2. If ί

restrict π(#) to §2,
 and Λen consider it modulo §lβ Denote the representation so

obtained on §2/£>ι by π2. We then have the form with n = 3. In either case πn = πf is
conjugate to πx and (2) is proved.

For ξe§2, denote [5] = ̂  + ̂  £&/&, and define ([&[>/]) = (£>/). Due to
§2 = $j , this does not depend on representative vectors £e[£] and f/ejj/].
Furthermore, ([ξ],[η]) = 0 for all Me£2/$)ι implies ξe§^ = (Sf)-L = S1, and
hence K]=0. Since the hermitian form is π2(G)-invariant, we have (3).

Remark 2.4. If the representation π is topologically indecomposable and has a
proper irreducible subrepresentation π1? then the assumption of Theorem 1 is
satisfied.

3. Cohomology

In order to discuss ctj(g\ we introduce a standard notation for a cohomology.

Definition 3.1. The set C"(πl5 π2) of n-cochains for representations πf on §*(/ =1,2)
is the set of all functions c^ , . . . , gn) of gk e G (k = 1 , . . . , n\ taking values in the set
L(§15§2) of all everywhere-defined linear maps from §x into §2.

In our application, there are representations π,- on §y (/' = 1, 2) conjugate to π,-
on §j, and we need the following restriction:

Definition 3.2. The set Cg(π1? π2) of bounded n-cochains is the set of c e Cw(π1? π2)
such that there exists c* e Cw(π2, π*) satisfying

<ί,c(01,...^Jιf> = <c*(fflΓ
1,...,ff-

1){,ι/> (3.1)

for all ηeξ>! and ξeξ>% . The set CJ(π1πf ) of self-adjoint cochains is the set of
ceC"(π1,πf) such that (3.1) is satisfied for c* = c and ξ,ηεξ)ι.

The coboundary operation δ is defined by the following and satisfies <52 = 0.

Definition 3.3.

+ (-l)«+1cn(01,...,^)π1(fifn + 1). (3.2)

Cocycles, coboundaries, and cohomologies are defined as usual.

Definition 3.4.

ZB(πι,π2) = {cΠ6C";δcn = 0},

Bn(π1,π2) = δC"-1(π1,π2) ( = 0 f o r n = 0),
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Similarly, Zn, Bn, H" with suffices b and s are defined. Note that (δcn)*
= (-l)w+1<5(c*), as is seen by a straightforward calculation. Thus Bn

s = inδCn

s'
1

Definition 3.5. For c32eCm(π2,π3) and c21 6C"(π1?π2), define
c 3 2 xc 2 1 EC m + r ί (π l 9 π 2 )by

Lemma 3.6.

2, π3) x Z"(π1? π2)c£w+M(π1? π3),

Zm(π2, π3) x B"(πl5 π2)Cΰm+ll(π1, π3),

ff"(π2, π3) x H«(π1? π2)cHw+Π(π1? π3) .

Proof. Straightforward consequences of the following formula:

(- I)mc32 x (<Jc21) . (3.4)

4. Cohomological Conditions on ctj(g)

In the rest of the paper, we assume that each §,- has a complement so that π(g) can
be written in the form of (1.3) and discuss the off-diagonal elements ctj(g).

Lemma 4.1. In order that (1.2) be a representation of a group G, it is necessary and
sufficient that (1) each πt is a representation and (2) cij9 l^ί<j^n, satisfy

+ι (4.1)

where the right-hand side is understood to be 0 if l = k+ 1.

Proof. Follows from a straightforward computation of (π(^1)π(^2))kz = π(^1gf2)kί.

Remark 4.2. The right-hand side of (4.1) belongs to Z2(π/5 πfe) already due to other
constraints involving only ctj with i+j<k + l. [By (3.4), we have

By substituting (4.1) into δckj and (5cj7, we see that this vanishes by cancellation.]
Equation (4.1) requires it to belong to B2(πl9πk).

For given π and an increasing sequence of G-invariant subspaces §19 §2, ...,§„,
cl7(#) depends on the choice of a complement Λ fc+ ! of §fc in §fe+ 1. Change of 5Vs can
be described in terms of a triangular matrix S (Skl = 0 for k> I) which leaves every
ξ>j invariant. A general triangular matrix S is generated by the following specific
ones

y , (4.2)

where utj is a matrix unit [i.e. (u^kl = δikδ^ Rt is an operator on §f and jR^ is a
linear map from §7 into $,-. Changes by transformation πίs)-^^"1^^) .̂,. are as
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follows, where π's and c's not mentioned are not changed at all:

cki(g)->cki(g)Rt ,

We now consider a specific case of n = 2 and assume that the G-in variant
subspace §x ( = &i) has a complement Λ2 so that π is of the form (1.3) with
n = 2. By Lemma 4.1, c12 belongs to Zί(π2,nί).

Proposition 4.3. ξ^ί does not have a G-ίnvariant complement if and only if

Proof. First assume that there exists a G-invariant complement ft2. Then
£> = £>ι + ^2=£>ι + &2 Hence any ξ e § has two decompositions

Define W=(Wij)ij=ίί2> Wijξj = ξj9 (W'^ξ'—ξ^. Then H^1 = (l^r~1)21=0,
i/i/ —CW~ ^\ —1 ^1/t^ Λ~ ^ — CW~ Λ ίiπH ^M7~" ̂  — 1/17 M/~^ l̂inr p τrf/Λ Viaβr r j i — ^ r r / l l — -*• ? \ ^"22/ — \ ' /22? <*-̂ -' ̂  \^ r r /12 — 12 22 * *^-^AlL'C '^\yj Hdα

a diagonal form πj^)©^^) for the decomposition § = §! +Λ2, we have

o <4'4'
for the decomposition § = δ!+Λ2 Hence π2(g) = W2~2

1π'2(g)W22 and

c12 = W12. (4.5)

Conversely, assume that c12 = δWi2 for some W12eC°(π2,πί). Then define
«2=(l-^2)«2. If (l-WW^eS! for ί2eft2, then ί2=(l-W12)ξ2

+ Wl2ξ2e$1 (due to ^^eSi) and ^2e§!nft2 = 0. Hence §!nft2 = 0.
Furthermore,

-C. .-"ίϋ
obviously intertwines § = §ι + ft2

 mto $ι + ̂ 2» so tnat ^2 is a complement of §.
Furthermore, since W12ξ2eξ>l for ξ2e$t.2,

= (l-W12)π2(g)ξ2eί*'2,

due to c12 = δW12 Therefore, ft2 is a π(G)-invariant complement of ξ)^ Q.E.D.

For our application, we would be interested in closed subspaces. Let §# be a
subspace of the algebraic dual of § and assume that §# separates §. We consider
the weak topology σ(£, §*) on § given by seminorms ξ e §->|ί(ξ)| =pζ(ξ)9 ζ e $fi.

Assumption. The π(G)-invariant subspace §! of § has a closed complement
Λ2Ξ§2 such that £>2 +§} = §#, where §f and §2 are the polar of §t and §2
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Since § separates its dual and hence §# by definition, §i"nί)2 = 0. Then
<K& £#) topology on & is the σ(&, £>f ) topology, where §f = £2% £f = $f. Let
π(g) be of the form (1.3) with w = 2 for the decomposition $ =

Proposition 4.3/. Under the assumption above, §t does noί Λαue α G-inυariant closed
complement 5V2 satisfying &i + ($f2)'L = $)# i/ and on/y if cί2φBl(π2.>π1).

Proof. First assume that there exists a G-in variant closed complement Λ2 of Si
satisfying §| -f (ft^)1 = § # By the same procedure as before we have (4.5), and we
have only to show that Wf2 exists so that Wl2eC^(π2,nl). Let £αe§ be a net
tending to 0 in σ(£,§#) topology. Let ξΛ = ξ'Λl + ξ'Λ2, £ιe§ls £2^2- For aι*y
CE§#, we have ί = Γι+Γ2 with fte^)1, f'2e#-, and (CGMCΊ^i)
= (Ci,ξα)^0. Hence VF12 is σ(£>,£#) continuous. For any Ce§#, we have

C = C!+C2 with Cie%, C2e§1? and (C,0 = (f*0 for ξeR2. Thus σ(&$*)
topology on ft2 is the same as σ(Λ2, §1) topology. Similarly, σ(§, §#) topology on
§! is the same as σ(Sl9$f ) topology with either §f =Λ2 or §f ί̂̂ )1. For
Ce§f, (ζ,W12ξ) is σ(Λ2,§() continuous (due to the continuity of W12 shown
above), and hence there exists a unique Wf2ζ e §f = Λf satisfying (W^Cξ)
= (C, H^12ξ). Here the uniqueness follows from the separating property of 5t> onΛf
(Si;nΛ2=0) and implies the linearity of Wβ,. Therefore, Wl2eC^(n2,n^).
Conversely, assume that c12 = δW12 for some W12eC^(π2?π1). We then prove
that X2 = (1 - P712)Λ2_is closed and §* -_§[ + (Λi)1. Let (1 - W12)ξa (ζa ε Λ2) be a
net in Λ2 tending to ξ e §. Let ξ = ξ t + ξ2, ξ^ e §1? ξ2 e Λ2. For any ζ e ̂  = Λ2,
we have (ζ9ξΛ-ξ2) = (ζ,(l-Wl2)ξΛ-ξ)-+Q, and hence ξ^ξ2 in σ(K2,Λ

s

2) to-
pology, which is the same as σ(§,§tf) topology on ft2. For any £eί>ί[, we have
(C, W12(ξΓξϊ) = (Wf2ζ9ξa-ξ2)-+0. Hence ^12(^α-f2)^0 in σ(§l5^) topology
which is the same as σ(§,$*) topology on f)1. Hence (1 — Wί2)ξa

^(1 - W12)ξ2 E R2 and R2 is σ(§, §tt) closed.
Let (1 — W12Ka (ξa e Λ2) be a net in Λ2 tending to 0 in σ(ft2, §}) topology. Then,

for any ζe§f, (ζ,ξβ) = (ζ,(l- ̂ 12)ξα)^0. Since σ(£,£#) topology on ft2 is the
same as σ(Λ2, §|) topology due to the assumption, we have £α->0. Hence (ζ, W12ξ(X)
= (Wf2ζ9ξ^O for all Ce^i, which implies W12ξΛ-+Q in σ(S l fΛi) topology or,
equivalently, in σ(§, §#) topology. Therefore, we have (1 - W12)ξa-^0 in σ(§, §#)
topology. This means that σ(Λ2, §f) and σ(§, §#) topologies are the same on Λ2.
Hence, for any ζ e §#, there exists ζ2 e §| such that (ζ, ξ) = (C2, ξ) for all ξ e ίV2, i.e.
Cl = C - C2 e (Λi)1. Therefore, ξ>#=ξ>ϊ + (5V,)1. Q.E.D.

Proposition 4.3 is generalized to the case of £> = ftι + ... + &„ with ^n5ly = 0
for iφj and $j=&ί+ ... +%

Corollary 4.4. For a representation π of the form (1.3), §7 does not have any
G-invariant complement in ξ>j+ί forj=l, ...,n—\ if and only if

ck^k+lφBl(πk+^πk), fc=l,...,n-l, (4.7)

l-l

δckl=- Σ ckjxcjl9 l ^ f c < / + l ^n+l . (4.8)
J = fc+l

Proof. Equation (4.8) is necessary and sufficient for π of the form (1.3) to be a
representation by Lemma 4.1. Then (4.7) is necessary and sufficient by
Proposition 4.3.
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Corollary 4.5. Let π t on ξ^1 and πf on §f be irreducible representations of a group G
which are mutually conjugate with respect to a mutually separating sesquίlinear form
<£, 77), /7e§ l 5 ξ e ξ ϊ f . (For irreducίbility, the closedness of invariant subspaces is
relative to the weak topologies on ξ^1 by §f and on §f by §x.) In order that there
exists a representation of the form π = πf^π1onξ) = ̂ 1^-ξ)f with a π(G)-invariant
hermitian form

(4.9)

for ηj e ξ>ί9 ξj e §f (j = 1,2) and wiίft no π(G)-invarίant closed complement Λ2 of ξ>1

satisfying (fty1 + Λf = §, if is necessary and sufficient that Hl(π* ,π1)φO.

Proof. If such a representation exists, we have a nonzero c12 e ff£(πf, %), which
satisfies for £/ e §f (/' = 1 > 2)

where the second equality is due to the π(G)-invariance of the inner product and
the last equality is the definition of the sesquilinear form between
cι2(g-^ξιe(ξ>f)#=f>ι. Hence c^c^eZKπf,^) and Cι2φB}=

Conversely, if there exists a nonzero c12 e ̂ (πf, πj, then π given by (1.3) on
§=•§! + §f is a representation of G, under which (4.9) is invariant, as is easily
checked, and §t does not have an invariant complement by Proposition 4.3. (Note
that c12 is nonzero in Hi due to

5. A Standard Form of the Gupta-Bleuler Triplet

The triplet of the form (1.1) with n = 3 given in the preceding section (i.e. §y does not
have any G-invariant closed complement in $)j+i9j= 1,2, and §2

 = §l) wiU be
called the Gupta-Bleuler triplet. We assume that §f has a closed complement $ti+i

in £>ί+1 so that the representation is of the form (1.3).

Definition 5.1. A Gupta-Bleuler triplet

π = πf->π2->πι on § = Λ!0Λ2©Λ3 (5.1)

π2(flf) c23(flf)

0 πf(g)l

and the inner product

for ^ , ξy e Λ7 (/ = 1,2,3) is said to be in a standard form, where (ξ2, ξ
f^2 is a

invariant non-degenerate hermitian form on Λ2.
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Theorem 2. Let conjugate irreducible representations π± on ξ>ι and πf on §f as in
Corollary 4.5 and a representation π2 on Λ2 wίfft an invariant non-degenerate
hermitίan form be given. In order that a Gupta-Bleuler triplet π = πf -+π2-*πί on
ξ) = ξ)ίJΓ$t2-ιrξ)# ina standard form to exist, it is necessary and sufficient that there
exists acί2eHl(π2,πί) (π2 on ξ)2 taken to be π2 on ξ>2 with the duality given by the
G-invariant hermitίan form on ξ>2) such that c12 x cf2 e #^(§f , SO and c12 and c*2

are nonzero in H1(π2,π1) and fί^πf ,π2).

Proof. Assume the existence of the triplet π = πf ->π2^πx onί^ί^ + ί̂  + ίjf in
a standard form. By Corollary 4.5, C1 2efί1(π2 ?π1) and c23eίί1(πf ,π2) are
nonzero and cί2xc23 = δψ with ψ= — cl3eC1(πfyπ1). Furthermore, the π(G)-
invariance of (5.2) implies c23 = cf2 and c13 = cf3. This proves the necessity.

For the converse, we take the given c12 and define c23 = cf2 and cί3= —ψ.
Then π(g) given by (1.3) is a representation of G on § and (5.2) is π(G)-invariant.
Furthermore, the non-existence of π(G)-in variant closed complement follows from
Proposition 4.3 due to c1 2Φθ and cf2φO.

Proposition 5.3. A Gupta-Bleuler triplet π = πf^π2^>πί on § = §ι + Λ2 + Λ3 can
be transformed into a standard form by a proper choice of the closed subspaces Λ2

and Λ3 (with §2 = §ι + ft2 = δf fixed) if the weak topology given by ξ^^ on
= ̂ 3 coincides with the weak topology given by § on Λ3.

Remark. The assumption on the weak topology is equivalent to &3 +ξ^ί =§.

Proof. Assume the coincidence of two topologies. For each ξ e Λ2 and η e Λ3,
there exist σί2ξ and σί3η in §j satisfying

(ξ, ΊΊ = ( σ i 2 ξ , η r ) , (η, nΊ = (*ι aί , ί 0 (5.3)

for all η'£&3. Define

(5.4)

We have S1 + ft/

2 = S1 + ft2 = S2, S2 + Λ3 = S2 + Λ3 = ίί. Furthermore, Λ2 is
orthogonal to Λ3, hence to 5V3 (due to §1±§2Dft2). Further,

((l-σ13/2>/,(l-σ13/2>fM

i.e. 513 is a null space. Therefore, the inner product in § takes the form of (5.2)
relative to the decomposition £ = ί>ι+ίl2 + 5l3 and the Gupta-Bleuler triplet is
now in a standard form.

Remark 5.4. Let R^GC^π^π^ Λ 1 3= -Λf3eL($f ,§!>» and set

-R12 -Rl2RΫ2/2-Ri3\
1 R*12 . (5.5)
0 1 /

Then W preserves the inner product (5.2) of the normal form and

R12 -R12Kί2/2 + R

o 1 -ΛJ2 ) . (5.6)
0 0 1
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The coordinate change π(g)^Wn(g)W~1 changes c12 by a coboundary:

l29 (5.7)

(5.8)

Note that (δR)*= —δ(R*\ so that the new c13 is again selfadjoint. The relation
δcί3= —c12c*2 is also preserved.

6. Discussion

Our results suggest the following method of analysis for a representation π of a
group G on a vector space § with a π(G)-invariant, nondegenerate indefinite inner
product. The first step is to decompose the representation as a sum of
indecomposable representations. Obviously, there would be cases, where this is
not possible. (An example is a direct integral of non-equivalent indecomposable
representations.)

Suppose we succeed in this first step and suppose (π, §) is now topologically
indecomposable. The second step is then to find an irreducible subrepresentation
(πι?£>ι) unless (π,§) is already irreducible.

The third step is then to apply our results. Especially, if §t has a closed
complement Λ2 i

n &i (£>ί 3§ι by Theorem 1) and if <r>f has a closed complement
Λ3 such that §ι + ΛS = §, then π is of the standard form of Definition 5.1 due to
Proposition 5.3, and the analysis of Theorem 2 is applicable. (It may happen that
§ι= Sf j in which case we have Λ2

 = O ) Now we are left with the analysis of π2 on
Λ2 with a non-degenerate invariant inner product, and we can follow the same
procedure as before.

While there are several points in the above procedure for possible obstructions,
there seem to be many examples for which the above procedure works fine.

Acknowledgement. The author is indebted to Prof. C. Fronsdal for drawing his attention to the
problem treated in this paper.
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